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Enabling nanotechnology with self assembled block copolymer patterns
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Abstract

Block copolymers (BCPs) have received great attention for the past 40 years but only within the past decade have they been seriously

considered for nanotechnological applications. Their applicability to nanotechnology stems from the scale of the microdomains and the

convenient tunability of size, shape, and periodicity afforded by changing their molecular parameters. The use of the tensorial physical

properties of BCPs in such areas as transport, mechanical, electrical, and optical properties will provide substantial benefits in the future. In

this review article, we first focus on the current efforts to utilize BCPs in nanotechnologies including nanostructured membranes, BCP

templates for nanoparticle synthesis, photonic crystals, and high-density information storage media. In order to realize these applications,

control over microdomain spatial and orientational order is paramount. This article reviews various methods to control BCP microdomain

structures in the bulk state as well as in thin films. A variety of biases such as mechanical flow fields, electric fields, temperature gradients,

and surface interactions can manipulate the microstructures of BCPs. A particular emphasis is made on two approaches, epitaxy and

graphoepitaxy, and their combinations. Manipulation of BCP microdomain structures employing multiple external fields promises

realization of many potential nanotechnological applications.

q 2003 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Nanometer scale patterns based on self assembly have

been considered as alternatives to replace or augment high

resolution lithographic technologies such as X-ray, electron

beam and interference lithography to enable a variety of

nanotechnologies. In particular, block copolymers (BCPs)

have recently received much attention not only thanks to the

scale of the microdomains (tens of nanometers), their

various chemical and physical properties (e.g. differential

etching rates) but also due to the convenient size and shape

tunability of microdomains afforded by simply changing

their molecular weights and compositions.

Many potential uses of BCPs for different nanotechno-

logies have been proposed based on principally their ability

to form interesting patterns. However, the main challenge of

using BCPs lies with control of microstructure. Achieve-

ment of precise microdomain location, orientation, and

elimination of various defects requires introduction of

external fields during the processing step. A variety of

mechanical, electrical, magnetic biases and surface inter-

actions have been proposed to manipulate and guide the

microstructures of BCPs.

In this article we point out examples of potential

applications using self assembled BCPs particularly focused

on nanotechnology. We extensively review various methods

to control microdomain structures of BCPs in the bulk state

as well as in thin films, which are requisite for facilitating

many industrial applications. A particular emphasis is made

on two processing approaches: epitaxy (and directional

crystallization of a solvent), and graphoepitaxy as well as

their combinations. Epitaxy is defined as the growth of a

crystal of one phase on the surface of that of another phase

in one or more strictly defined crystallographic orientations

[1–3]. Epitaxy between a crystalline block and a crystalline

substrate whereby a crystallizable organic solvent (such as

benzoic acid) serves as a solvent for a semicrystalline BCP
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at temperatures above the solvent melting temperature and

becomes a substrate onto which the crystallizable block can

orient when the block is cooled below the solvent’s melting

point is shown to be an excellent way to form highly aligned

edge-on crystalline lamellae in both lamellar and cylindrical

microdomains formed from semicrystalline–amorphous

BCPs. Graphoepitaxy is a process in which an artificial

topographic surface pattern is employed to control orien-

tation of crystal growth in thin films [4,5]. When a

topographically patterned substrate is utilized to template

the self-assembly of a BCP thin film, well-aligned structures

of BCP microdomains are obtained due to controlled

confinement. The directional crystallization process when

applied to a crystallizable solvent can induce an overall

orientation of the BCP inter-material dividing surface

(IMDS) parallel to the temperature gradient [6]. When a

BCP which contains a crystallizable block is used, one can

also utilize epitaxy in combination with directional crystal-

lization to control the microdomain pattern. Furthermore,

when directional crystallization is used in combination with

graphoepitaxy, where the process is conducted on a film

confined to have various thicknesses using the topographic-

ally patterned substrate, two types of microdomain orien-

tation can be accessed (Sections 3.4 and 3.5)

To illustrate the usefulness of the self assembled BCP

approach to nanotechnology, we highlight several appli-

cations where the microdomain patterns obtained via self

assembly in a bias field are critical to the technology. First,

we turn to a brief review of alternative methods of pattern

formation in nanotechnology (‘top–down’ approaches).

1.1. Patterning methods other than self assembly

(‘top–down’ methods)

Fabrication of precisely ordered nanoscale structures is

essential for nanotechnology. The ability to fabricate on the

nanometer scale guarantees a continuation in the miniatur-

ization of functional devices and the large inherent

surface/volume ratio, short diffusion distances etc. offer

advantages over micro- and macroscale devices. New

advanced fabrication technologies have enabled the lateral

dimensions of devices to be shrunk well below 100 nm.

Lithography dominates as the most critical procedure for

successfully defining structures with such dimensions.

Photo-lithographic methods all share the same operational

principle [7]. Exposure of an appropriate material to

electromagnetic radiation (ultra violet (UV), deep ultra

violet (DUV) or X-ray) introduces a latent image (usually a

difference in solubility) into the material as a result of a set

of chemical changes in its molecular structure; This latent

image is subsequently developed into 1D or 2D relief

structures through selective etching. X-ray lithography has

been used to create submicron size features [8]. Moreover,

interference lithography, using interactions between two or

more coherent laser beams, and zone-plate array lithography

in which array of Fresnel zone plates focus the X-ray beam

source and directly pattern on the resist surface without a

mask, have been developed to create submicron features in

an inexpensive way [9,10]. Recently, four beam interference

lithography was used for production of 3D photonic crystals

in the visible wavelength regime [11]. A near-field scanning

optical microscope (NSOM) was also employed as a

photolithographic tool on the submicron length scale. This

technique is not diffraction limited and can be used to

generate a smaller feature size than those achieved by

far-field photolithography [12].

Methods based on writing with charged particles

(electrons or ions) usually accomplish the same task using

a scanned beam or projected image of energetic particles

rather than photons [13–19]. Exposure is usually patterned

either by interposing a mask between the source of radiation

and the material or by scanning a focused spot of the source

across the surface of the material. When masks are used, the

lithographic process yields a 2D replica of the pattern on the

mask. Focused ion beam lithography (FIB) [13,14] and

electron beam lithography [15–19] are both well suited for

generating patterns on the submicron scale.

A shadow-mask evaporation or ‘nanostencil’ method has

also been used to define submicron single layer material

patterns [20]. In this approach, the nanostencil, a perforated

ultra-thin silicon nitride membrane with various submicron

size apertures, is in contact with the substrate surface during

deposition. The combination of shadow mask (nanostencil)

and scanning probe methods such as atomic force micro-

scope (AFM) and scanning tunneling microscope (STM)

provide improved manipulation of the pattern structures.

With scanning probes, a sharp tip (,50 nm) induces a

local change in a resist or causes localized deposition of a

material. Methods that involve scanning or writing can

generate arbitrary 2D patterns and therefore can be used for

master writing. Advantages of scanning probe methods

include resolution that, for AFM and STM methods,

approaches the atomic level, the ability to generate features

with nearly arbitrary geometries, and the capability to

pattern over surface topography that deviates significantly

from planarity [21]. These methods are serial techniques,

however, and have writing speeds that are typically limited

by the mechanical resonances of the tips and the piezo-

electric elements that maintain constant separation between

the tip and the sample surface.

Direct patterning on self assembled monolayers (SAMs)

using an AFM was developed to study selective protein

adsorption on patterned areas. The method, called nano-

grafting, combined the displacement of selected resist mol-

ecules by an AFM tip and the adsorption of new adsorbate

[22,23]. Nanografting allows a more precise control over the

size and geometry of patterned features and their locations

on surfaces.

Another technology using a scanning probe is dip-pen

nanolithography (DPN) [24,25]. DPN uses an AFM tip as a

‘nib’, a solid-state substrate (in this case, Au) as ‘paper’, and

molecules with a chemical affinity for the solid-state
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substrate as ‘ink’. Capillary transport of molecules from the

AFM tip to the solid substrate is used in DPN to directly

‘write’ patterns consisting of a relatively small collection of

molecules in submicrometer dimensions. However, this

method also patterns the substrate sequentially, and there-

fore the patterning time scales linearly with the area to be

patterned.

An alternative high-throughput lithographic method is

nanoimprint lithography (NIL), where patterns are defined

by a compression molding and a pattern transfer [26]. In this

approach, a mold having nanometer length-scale features is

first compressed onto a thin resist film deposited on a

substrate. A thickness contrast created in the molded resist

enables an anisotropic etching process and pattern transfer.

The characteristics of various top–down nanolithographic

techniques mentioned above are summarized in Table 1.

1.2. Self assembly methods (‘bottom–up’ methods)

These patterning methods just described usually require

expensive equipment and/or long writing times. Another

approach is to use ‘self assembly’ to create patterns via a

‘bottom – up approach’. Nature uses self-assembling

materials for nanostructures such as the components for

living cells [27]. Most biological systems also exhibit

hierarchy and at least one distinct structural feature that lies

within each length scale at the molecular, nanoscopic,

microscopic and macroscopic regimes. Several levels of

structure can be distinguished in proteins, bones and shells

[28]. For example, in proteins, the primary structure of the

sequence of amino acid groups along the polypeptide chain

is developed into various secondary structural motifs, such

as coils, sheets and ribbons. The motifs are in turn packed

together to give the overall molecule a distinctive shape, the

tertiary structure. The association of several subtertiary

units corresponds to the protein’s quaternary structure.

Many other examples of self assembly of biomaterials can

be found, for instance, in tobacco mosaic virus which is a

self-assembling replication machine [28].

Human attempts at similar structures are, at present,

limited to building self-assembling nanoscale materials a

few atoms or molecules at a time. The field of biomimetics

is based on the supposition that nature can provide models

for processing at the submicrometer scale. Artificial

nanoscale structures can be fabricated with similarity to

biological materials, through the application of self

assembly coupled with lamination and directed patterning

methods. Various examples can be observed in biology, in

the field of embryology and morphogenesis [27]; in

chemistry, where groups of molecules form supramolecular

structures [29,30]. Artificial peptides or proteins can be

engineered to achieve potentially useful nanostructures. For

example, Tirrell et al. synthesized triple-stranded b-sheet

peptides designed for an ordered 2D molecular assembly at

the air -water interface [30]. In materials science, various

colloid particles have been made for self assembly [31,32],

Table 1

Characteristics of top–down nanometer scale patterning techniques

Technique Minimum

resolution

(nm)

Source materials Nature of

patterns

Intrinsic limitations Advantages References

UV photo lithography 250 248 nm KrF excimer laser 2D Diffraction depth of focus Easy replication [7]

X-ray lithography 25 Soft X-ray with near 1nm 2D Diffraction depth of focus Easy replication [8]

Interference lithography .100 Holographic interactions

between two or more lasers

2D, 3D Diffraction depth of focus

limited patterns

No mask easy replication [9,11]

Zone plate array

lithography

.100 Fresnel zone plates X-ray

beam

2D Zone plate fabrication No mask [10]

Near-field scanning optical

lithography

,100 UV or VIS laser with fiber

optic probe

2D Serial patterning No diffraction limit [12]

Focused ion beam

lithography

,50 Focused ion beam 2D Electrostatic interactions

serial writing small field

writing

Writing pattern [13,14]

Electron beam lithography 10–30 Focused electron beam 2D Electrostatic interactions

serial writing small field

writing

Writing pattern [15–19]

Nanografting 5–50 Modified AFM tip 2D Serial patterning limited

writing speed

High resolution arbitrary

geometries chemical

patterns

[22,23]

Dip-pen lithography 5–50 Modified AFM tip 2D Serial patterning limited

writing speed

High resolution arbitrary

geometries chemical

patterns

[24,25]

Nano imprint lithography 10–40 Stamp and polymeric resist 2D Fabrication of stamp multi-

step process alignment

fidelity

High resolution large area

printing relatively low cost

[26]
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and organic polymers were synthesized on inorganic

surfaces [33]. In achieving nanostructures and nanoelec-

tronic devices, chemical self-assembly has become an

important factor in building supramolecular nanopattern

structures.

1.3. Block copolymers self assembly

BCPs satisfy the size requirement for many potential

nanotechnologies [34,35] and are an example of chemically

directed self assembly. BCPs consist of chemically distinct

polymer chains covalently linked to form a single molecule.

Owing to their mutual repulsion, dissimilar blocks tend to

segregate into different domains, the spatial extent of the

domains being limited by the constraint imposed by the

chemical connectivity of the blocks. Area minimization at

the interface (the IMDS) of two blocks takes place to lower

the interfacial energy. From an entropic standpoint, the

molecules prefer random coil shapes but the blocks are

stretched away from the IMDS to avoid unfavorable

Fig. 1. (a) Schematic phase diagram showing the various ‘classical’ BCP morphologies adopted by non-crystalline linear diblock copolymer. The blue

component represents the minority phase and the matrix, majority phase surrounds it. (b) Schematic of morphologies for linear ABC triblock copolymer. A

combination of block sequence (ABC, ACB, BAC), composition and block molecular weights provides an enormous parameter space for the creation of new

morphologies. Microdomains are colored as shown by the copolymer strand at the top, with monomer types A, B and C confined to regions colored blue, red

and green, respectively. (Reprinted with permission from Physics Today [39]. Copyright (1999) American Institute of Physics).
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contacts. As a result, of these competing effects, self-

organized periodic microstructures emerge on the nano-

scopic length scale. Various microdomain structures are

achieved, depending on relative volume ratio between

blocks and chain architecture as well as the persistence

lengths of the respective blocks.

In the simplest case of non-crystalline flexible coil AB

diblock copolymers, the composition of the AB diblock

(i.e. the volume fraction f of block A) controls the geometry

of the microdomain structure. As shown in Fig. 1(a), for

nearly symmetric diblocks ðf , 1=2Þ; a lamellar (LAM)

phase occurs. For moderate compositional asymmetries, a

complex bicontinuous state, known as the double gyroid

(DG) phase, has been observed in which the minority blocks

form domains consisting of two interweaving threefold-

coordinated networks. At yet higher compositional asym-

metry, the minority component forms hexagonally packed

cylinders (CYL) and then spheres (SPH) arranged on a

body-centered cubic lattice. Eventually, as f ! 0 or 1, a

homogeneous phase results [36]. The equilibrium mor-

phologies of ABC triblock terpolymers are more diverse

than those of AB diblock copolymers (Fig. 1(b)) [38]. In

ABC triblock terpolymers, there exist two composition

variables and three interaction parameters, which make their

phase behaviors much more complicated than AB diblocks

having only one composition variable and one interaction

parameter [39]. More extensive information regarding

morphologies of complex BCP systems including ABC

triblocks and star copolymers can be found in other

literature [40,41].

1.4. Nanotechnologies with BCPs

In the next several sections we outline some potential

nanotechnological applications enabled with BCPs. Until

recently, most industrial applications of BCPs were as

adhesives or for their mechanical properties (e.g. as

thermoplastic elastomers). Only in the past 10 years have

researchers taken BCPs into the ‘high-technology’ area, to

the so-called ‘nanotechnologies’. Many attempts have been

made to utilize BCPs in nanotechnology. This section

focuses on various uses of BCPs in the solid state.

Applications of BCP solutions, such as micelles for drug

delivery, are not covered in this article. For more detailed

and extensive information, the readers can refer to other

literature [35,37,38]. Self assembled BCP microstructures

Fig. 2. SEM micrographs showing a bicontinuous nanochannel in the matrix of PS with two different magnifications ((a), (b)) and computer graphics of a

double gyroid network: (c) a 3D view and (d) a 2D intersection cut along the (211) direction. (c) shows a solid model in which only the matrix phase,

corresponding to the PS matrix in our specimens, is shown. In (d), the bright domain corresponds to the PS matrix and the gray and dark phases correspond to

the degraded PI phase. (Reprinted with permission from Langmuir [42]. Copyright (1997) American Chemical Society).
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with 10 to 100 nm dimensions are useful as nanometer scale

membranes, templates for fabrication of nano-objects such

as metal, ceramic nanodots and wires, as 1-, 2- and 3D

photonic crystals, and as nanopattern masks for fabrication

of high density information storage media. The key features

needed for each application and the previous efforts to attain

these nanotechnological functions are described next

section.

1.4.1. Nanostructured networks and membranes

BCPs can be utilized as precursor materials for the

fabrication of nanostructured networks and membranes by

choosing properly designed block chemistries, micro-

domain phases and processes. Hashimoto et al. first pro-

duced nanometer length scale channels in a bicontinuous

DG microdomain structure formed by blending poly

(styrene-b-isoprene) (PS/PI) diblock copolymer and poly-

styrene homopolymer [42] to achieve the correct overall PS

matrix volume fraction. The minor domain polyisoprene

networks were selectively removed using ozonolysis and

the nanochannel surface was plated with nickel metal for

catalytic applications (Fig. 2).

The need for low k materials in microelectronics

suggested formation of a nanoporous silica material via

ozonolysis of a silicon containing BCP precursor [43,44]. A

membrane with nanoporous channels was fabricated by

cross-linking of the silyl containing block and by selective

ozone etching of the network forming polydiene block in a

silyl containing BCP [44]. A self-assembled DG nanorelief

structure was developed from spin casting, annealing and

ozonolysis of the matrix to create a nanoscale bicontinuous

ceramic (SiO2) network structure [43]. Such materials offer

very large surface/volume ratio, low density and their

nanoporous or nanorelief structures are advantageous for

photonic and membrane applications.

Mesostructured silicates have been prepared through the

use of BCPs as structure-directing agents [45–49]. The

processing of sol–gel ceramics with BCPs is similar to that

using surfactant molecules but gives structures at a larger

length scale. For example, mesoporous silica films have

been fabricated using amphiphilic BCPs as the structure

directing agent (Fig. 3) [45–49]. The aqueous silica cations

partition within the hydrophilic regions of the self-

assembled system and subsequent sol–gel polymerization

of the silica precursor produces a densely cross-linked silica

network precisely templating the original microphase

separated BCP structure. Mesoporous ceramic materials

were obtained via heat treatment of a BCP/silicate com-

posite while discrete nano-objects with controlled shape,

size, and compositions were made via selective solvent

swelling of hydrophobic phase in the composite (Fig. 4)

[48,49]. BCP-directed silicate structures have been utilized

for fabricating an optical waveguide which in combination

with a laser dye, can efficiently self-lase [50]. An approach

that is more obviously biomimetic uses synthetic cysteine–

lysine block ‘copolypeptides’ that mimic the properties of

silicatein, a protein found to direct silica growth in certain

sponges [51]. The morphology of the silica mesostructure,

i.e. spheres and columns of amorphous silica, is controlled

by using the reduced and the oxidized forms of the

copolymer, respectively.

1.4.2. Nanoparticle templates

BCPs have also been utilized not only as surfactants to

inhibit coalescence and aid in dispersion of nanoscale

particles such as metal, metal oxide, inorganics, molecular

chromophores and quantum dots but also to spatially pattern

the particles [52–69]. The selective dispersion of quantum

dots into a target set of microdomains within functionalized

polynorbornene BCPs was first achieved by controlling the

affinity between the selective block and quantum dot surface

(Fig. 5(a)) [56,57]. A photonic crystal with improved

dielectric contrast was made by selective deposition of CdSe

nanocrystals to the 2-vinyl pyridine (2VP) microdomains

of a self-assembled poly(styrene-b-isoprene-b-2-vinyl pyri-

dine) triblock copolymer (Fig. 5(b)) [71]. In another

Fig. 3. TEM micrographs of the 62 wt% poly(ethylene oxide-b-propylene

oxide-b-ethylene oxide)/SiO2 (EO106 –PO70 –EO106/SiO2) transparent

composite revealing (a) a well-ordered hexagonal array of cylindrical

aggregates viewed end-on and (b) hexagonal arrays of aggregates viewed

from the side. Regions in the sample that are predominantly organic appear

light, in contrast to the darker silica. Note the scale bars are different for the

two images. (Reprinted with permission from Macromolecules [47].

Copyright (1999) American Chemical Society).
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approach to patterning nanoparticles with BCPs, the BCP

domain structure has been used as a ‘nano-reactor’ where

nanoscale particles are induced to nucleate and grow

through the chemical reactions [52–55,58,61–65]. For

example, nanometer scale platinum and palladium catalysts

were generated and stabilized within the polystyrene core of

poly(styrene-b-ethylene oxide) BCP spherical domains

[58]. Electroless deposition of metals into selected micro-

domains has been recently performed to provide continuous

material loading [42,62,63]. The tendency of selective

adsorption of metals in BCPs has also been used. Gold

nanoparticles were selectively patterned on the cylinder-

forming poly(styrene-b-methylmethacrylate) (PS/PMMA)

BCP thin film via thermal evaporation [67]. Recently,

Bockstaller et al. demonstrated a hierarchically patterned

microstructure of ternary mixtures of two different-sized

nanoparticle species (gold and silica) and a BCP by strategic

design of the size and the respective surface coatings of the

nanoparticles (Fig. 5(c)) [68,69]. The authors also showed

that a homogeneous sequestering of nanocrystals into self-

assembled BCP is a more advantageous morphology than

interfacial segregation and center alignment of nanocrystals

for engineering block copolymer based photonic materials

with high reflectivity since it allows one to incorporate a

larger amount of nanocrystals while preventing enhanced

light absorption by the electrodynamic coupling effect

between neighboring metallic nanocrystals [69].

1.4.3. Photonic crystals

BCPs have recently been utilized to develop periodic self

assembled photonic band gap materials [70–80]. The first

example was a simple 1D photonic crystal made with

high molecular weight lamellar forming BCP (Fig. 6(a))

[70–72]. The alternating layer stack in the BCP lamellar

structure is readily formed by self assembly in between two

glass substrates and shows a nearly perfect normal incidence

photonic band gap property. Variation of the microdomain

thickness was accomplished by blending homopolymers

into their respective microdomains, leading to tunability of

the photonic band gap across the entire visible spectrum

[73]. Photonic band gap materials based on BCPs have

inherently low dielectric contrast. Thus, selective addition

of nanoparticles to BCPs can tailor the effective dielectric

constant of the targeted microdomain [78]. Selective

dispersion of metallic gold nanoparticles into BCP micro-

domains enabled the creation of a lamellar type nano-

composite which revealed metallodielectric photonic crystal

behavior [74]. A 2D photonic crystal that exhibits a partial

bandgap in the visible regime was fabricated via roll casting

(Section 2.1.3) a cylinder-forming poly(styrene-b-isoprene)

(PS/PI) BCP (Fig. 6(b)) [75]. The bicontinuous DG cubic

microstructure was also employed for 3D photonic

application where selective removal of the PI matrix by an

UV etching treatment of the PS/PI diblock improved the

dielectric contrast in the bicontinuous PS/air structure,

resulting in a photonic crystal with a more robust partial

photonic band gap at visible wavelengths (Fig. 6(c)) [76]. A

thermally tunable photonic band gap material has been

fabricated by selectively incorporating liquid crystals into

a BCP. Hydrogen bonding was used to attach the liquid

Fig. 4. Schematic drawing for the preparation of nano-objects as well as mesoporous materials. Single ‘hairy’ nano-objects of different shapes are isolated by

dissolution. Calcination at about 600 8C lead to mesoporous materials. (Reprinted with permission from Chem Mater [49]. Copyright (2001) American

Chemical Society).
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crystal mesogens onto the backbone of the poly(styrene-b-

methacrylic acid) BCP. The hierarchically structured,

hybrid material could be switched from a green to an

orange reflector by heating the LC block into the isotropic

state [80].

In order to guide experiments and confirm the optical

properties, theoretical calculation of the band structures of

3D bi- and tricontinuous cubic structures has been also done

using the plane-wave method using a level set approach to

define the various 3D network geometries [77,81].

1.4.4. Block copolymer masks for nanolithography

The periodic nanostructures of BCPs are very useful in

thin films as masks for nanolithography [82–94]. Mansky

et al. [82,83] first demonstrated monolayer films of diblock

copolymer microdomains could potentially be used as

masks for nanolithography, on the scale of a few tens of

nanometers. For both cylinder- and sphere-forming poly

(styrene-b-butadiene) (PS/PB) diblock copolymers, grains

measuring typically 30 £ 30 lattice constants were readily

obtained [83]. Using spin-coated BCP thin films of well-

ordered spherical or cylindrical microdomains as the etch-

ing mask, dense, periodic arrays of holes and troughs have

been fabricated in silicon, silicon nitride, and germanium.

Domains approximately 20 nm wide, 20 nm deep, and

spaced 40 nm apart, yielding a pattern with 5 £ 1011 holes/

cm2 were obtained on a three inch wafer [86]. In addition,

GaAs nanoparticles have been grown in a hexagonally

ordered array of nanometer scale holes with a density as

high as ,1011/cm2 by metal-organic chemical vapor depo-

sition [88]. Insertion of a polyimide layer underneath a

sphere forming BCP thin film allowed fabrication of a high

aspect ratio mask for nanolithography [89].

Recently, Ober et al. have introduced high resolution

photoresist chemistry into BCPs based on hydroxy styrene.

These polymers have been successfully patterned as nega-

tive tone resists with image sizes as small as 400 nm. It was

possible to remove via UV exposure of the second minority

phase consisting of alpha-methyl styrene to create a porous

film with a 20 nm substructure [90].

Ultra high density storage media can be made by trans-

ferring a simple 2D periodic BCP pattern into a magnetic

film substrate (see also Section 3.3 for a commercial

application). For example, a BCP-hard mask-magnetic layer

scheme was recently introduced for creating patterns of

magnetic particles (Fig. 7(a)–(d)) [91,92]. The BCP

lithographic mask was created by reactive ion etching

(RIE) of a PFS-sphere-forming poly(styrene-b-ferrocenyl-

dimethylsilane) (PS/PFS) diblock copolymer film in an

Fig. 5. (a) TEM micrograph of 45 Å CdSe nanoclusters in a thin film

of diblock copolymer of phosphine oxide functionalized monomers

(NBE-CH2O(CH2)5P(oct)2 and methyltetracyclododecene (MTD), slow-

cast after 30 min equilibration time. (Reprinted with permission from

Macromolecules [57]. Copyright (1997) American Chemical Society) (b)

TEM micrograph of 1D self-assembled dielectric lattice made of

poly(isoprene-b-2vinyl pyridine-b-isoprene) (PI/P2VP/PI) with TOPO

coated CdSe nanocrystals sequestered in the 2VP phase. (Reprinted with

permission from J. Lightwave Tech. [71]. Copyright (1997) The Institute

of Electrical and Electronics Engineers) (c) TEM micrograph of a

ternary blend of PS-PEP þ AuR1 þ SiO2R2 with inorganic filling fraction

f ¼ 0:02; respectively, after micro-sectioning normal to the layer direction

(no stain). Gold nanocrystals appear as dark spots along the IMDS, silica

nanocrystals reside in the center of the PEP domain. Inset: Schematic of the

particle distribution (size proportions are changed for clarity). (Reprinted

with permission from J. Am. Chem. Soc. [68]. Copyright (2003) American

Chemical Society).
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Fig. 6. (a) SEM backscattered electron intensity image collected from a lamellar-forming poly(styrene-b-isoprene) (PS/PI) BCP stained with OsO4. (Reprinted

with permission from Adv Mater [73]. WILEY-VCH, STM-Copyright & Licenses (2000)) (b) Reflectance spectra of a 17% by weight in toluene a lamellar-

forming PS/PI BCP solution. The width of this reflective peak is about 6 nm, indicating that the index contrast between the two phases is low. (c) Phase mode

AFM image of a cylinder forming PS/PI BCP oriented by roll casting. The cylindrical microdomains of PS have higher modulus than PI matrix and are shown

as white spots. (d) Reflectance spectra of (c) shows a strong reflectance over the wavelength range of 390–440 nm. The film showed almost zero-transmission

at the wavelength of maximum reflectance. (e) SEM secondary electron image of the double gyroid styrene networks remaining after UV/ozone etching of PI
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oxygen plasma (Fig. 7(a)), where because the PFS block

contains both iron and silicon, upon oxidation the PFS forms

a silicon–iron oxide providing excellent etching contrast

(,1:10) compared to PS matrix. One set of domains of the

BCP was selectively removed to create the nanopatterned

structure (Fig. 7(b)) and the pattern was subsequently

transferred into the tungsten hard mask used for better

surface adhesion among the layers (Fig. 7(c)). A subsequent

ion milling process transferred the pattern structure of the

hard mask into a magnetic layer and developed the

nanoscale magnetic pattern structure (Fig. 7(d)). The

resulting cobalt dots were small enough for single domain

magnetic particles and have an areal density of 3 £ 108 dots/

cm2. The experimental coercivity of these patterned

magnetic dots arrays can be contributed to in-plane shape

anisotropy as well as non-zero crystalline anisotropy.

Thurn-Albrecht et al. have recently demonstrated a way

to fabricate a high density ferromagnetic cobalt nanowire

domain in double gyroid forming PS/PI BCP. (Reprinted with permission from Adv Mater [76]. WILEY-VCH, STM-Copyright & Licenses (2002)) (f)

Reflectivity spectra of (e) collected from 200 to 800 nm that shows features characteristic of the double gyroid structure for both the unetched styrene/isoprene

material, and the UV-etched material. The first three allowed Bragg reflections are indicated with arrows, and are present in both reflection spectra. Bragg

diffraction with an effective index is more reliable for the unetched structure, at high index contrast it is harder to justify its use. In addition, strong absorption

by the polymer of wavelengths below 300 nm may be influencing the reflectivity spectra. (Reprinted with permission from Adv Mater [76]. WILEY-VCH,

STM-Copyright & Licenses (2002)).

Fig. 7. Tilted SEM micrographs of the fabrication process of Co dot array using PS-PFS BCPs. (a) An O2-RIE treated block copolymer thin film on a multilayer

of silica, the metallic films and the silicon substrate. (b) Pillars of silicon oxide capped with oxidized PFS after CHF3-RIE. (c) W (tungsten) hard mask on top of

a Co layer. (d) Co dot array produced Ne ion-beam etching. (Reprinted with permission from Adv Mater [91]. WILEY-VCH, STM-Copyright & Licenses

(2001)).
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structure with the density as high as 1.9 £ 1011 wires/cm2

using a BCP template [93]. Enhanced coercivities were

observed, proposing another route to ultrahigh density

storage media.

Thin film nanolithography on a silicon substrate using a

cylinder-forming PS/PMMA BCP as a mask in combination

with standard semiconductor processing techniques pro-

duced a semiconductor capacitor. Silicon dioxide and

aluminum gate electrodes were thermally grown on the

patterned silicon substrate enabling a Metal-oxide–semi-

conductor capacitor to be fabricated exhibiting increased

charge storage capacity (Fig. 8) [94]. Furthermore, a

potential display device application for side chain ferro-

electric liquid crystalline polymer films has been considered

(Fig. 9) [95]. Mao et al. synthesized a side chain liquid

crystal BCP with a ferroelectric smectic Cp liquid crystal

block [96]. They found unwinding of the helical precession

of the dipoles in a chiral smectic liquid crystal permits bi-

stable field switching. This is normally done via confine-

ment of the LC material between rubbed electrodes having a

small gap. The concept of using the multiple IMDS between

a microphase separated smectic Cp block-coil diblock

lamellar copolymer was shown to unwind the helix. In

this case the thin film geometry aligned the lamellar layers

Fig. 8. Schematic drawing of process flow for MOS capacitors. (a) Polymer

template formation on silicon surface. (b) RIE pattern transfer of PS

template into silicon, followed by the removal of the PS matrix. (c) SiO2

growth followed by top Al gate electrode deposition. (d) a SEM image at a

708 tilt after RIE etch. Top shows remaining PS template. Bottom shows

nanoscale hexagonal array has been transferred into Si counter electrode

(Reprinted with permission from Appl Phys Lett [94]. Copyright (2001)

American Institute of Physics).

Table 2

Characteristics of nanotechnologies enabled with BCPs
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and poling in the applied electric field aligned the smectic

LC layers and the IMDS prevented helical coupling across

the material [96]. The characteristics of various BCP

enabled nanotechnologies mentioned above are summarized

in Table 2.

1.5. Limitations and opportunities

The chief limitation to using BCPs to form periodic

patterns for various nanotechnological applications lies with

the fact that while the self assembled structure is locally

very precise it is hard to control the order on the global

scale. Indeed, the microdomains composed of the different

blocks, having sizes of several tens of nanometers, typically

nucleate randomly and grow as a polygranular texture, with

periodic ordering maintained only over distances of several

tens of lattice constant (i.e. a typical grain size of only

1 , 2 mm). For example, Fig. 10 shows a bright field TEM

micrograph of a lamellar-forming poly(butadiene-b-

styrene) (PB/PS) BCP thin film prepared on a carbon film

by solvent evaporation [207]. The PS microdomains appear

bright due to the selective OsO4 staining of the PB blocks.

Besides many dislocation defects, the sample exhibits

terracing. The lamellar microdomains are seen perpendicu-

lar to the film surface. In spite of a regular domain size, the

poor long-range order and height variation greatly restricts

the use of such patterns for many nanotechnological

applications. A greater range of engineering applications

demand control over both the orientation, the position of the

microdomains and the film thickness.

Several techniques are currently used for inducing long-

range order of the microdomains in BCP. They rely on the

ability to couple an externally applied field or surface

pattern to some molecular and/or supermolecular feature in

the polymer, and thus achieve anisotropic properties, such

as transport, electrical, optical and mechanical properties.

In the next section, we review various approaches to

control the microstructures of BCP thin films that are

essential to realize these potential nanotechnologies. We

emphasize recent contributions to this area using surface

matching (epitaxy), confinement (graphoepitaxy) and

directional crystallization of a solvent.

2. Organization of block copolymer microdomains

The role of BCPs in nanotechnologies will be much more

significant if the full tensorial physical properties of highly

ordered BCPs can be accessed. Control over microdomain

orientation(s) and elimination/minimization of defects plays

a crucial role for optimization of the resultant physical

properties of the nanostructures. Understanding the mech-

anism of defect formation has been an essential topic in

controlling BCP microstructures.

The type of defects occurring in BCPs is dictated by the

symmetry of the particular microdomain pattern of the

particular BCP [97]. In general, point, line and surface

defects occur just as in other ordered media (i.e. liquid

Fig. 9. Schematic of a surface stabilized ferroelectric LC display. (Reprinted with permission from Science [95]. Copyright (1996) The American Association

for the Advancement of Science).

Fig. 10. TEM micrograph of an unannealed sample of lamellar-forming

poly(butadiene-b-styrene) (PB/PS) BCP, where the lamellae are seen

perpendicular to the film surface. Many dislocation defects and a terracing

formation are observed.
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crystals, crystals). The size scale of the defects is set by that

of the domain periodicity, and their energetics depend on

the particular defect type as well as the inherent physical

properties of the polymer. For the case of A/B diblock

copolymers, the defects occurring in the 1D periodic

lamellar structure will be just those of a smectic A type

liquid crystal: grain boundaries, disclinations and dis-

locations. Extensive structural characterization of both

twist and tilt grain boundaries has been done for lamellar-

forming BCPs [98–100]. These boundaries have also been

modeled theoretically [101,102]. Kleman’s excellent mono-

graph, ‘Points, Lines and Walls’ covers defects in ordered

media in considerable depth [103]. For a 2D periodic

cylindrical microdomain structure, the set of defects is

richer, including both axial and transverse edge dislocations

and various types of grain boundaries. Fig. 11 shows an

example of an axial tilt rotation grain boundary in a

cylindrical microdomain samples [104]. Careful inspection

of the boundary area shows that the boundary is comprised

of a set of pentagonal and heptagonal arrangements of

cylinders (see arrows). Interestingly, the central cylinders in

the pentagons is always smaller than its nearest neighbors,

while the central cylinder in two heptagon is always larger

than its nearest neighbors. In thin films, a pseudo-2D situ-

ation arises, wherein line defects become point-like and

surface defects became line-like defects. As in hard

materials, the stability of a particular type of defects

depends on the interplay of enthalpic and entropic contri-

butions to the free energy. As BCP materials become more

and more ‘high tech’, researchers are sure to explore the

nature of BCP defects much more extensively.

Without outside influences, self assembly of BCPs leads

to polygrain structures with defects such as grain bound-

aries, dislocations, and disclinations. Recent efforts have

been made to examine the defects in BCP thin films mainly

by AFM [105–108]. The annihilation of the disclinations

of monolayered cylindrical microdomains in PS/PI and

PS/PMMA BCPs has been elucidated experimentally

[105–107] as well as formulated theoretically [108]. The

key aspect identified is the formation and elimination of

quadrapolar arrangements of ^1/2 disclination defects.

Microstructural control of BCPs can be achieved by the

choice of molecular weight, composition and chain

architecture. Coupling of external biases via a mechanical

flow field, an electric field or by the influence of surface

interactions or temperature gradient can create a preferred

orientation out of the set of energy-equivalent arrangements.

For example, Fig. 12(a)–(h) schematically shows various

orientations (parallel, perpendicular, and closed packed) of

lamellar, cylindrical, and spherical microdomains of BCPs

along with possible surface (substrates/superstrates) charac-

teristics (non-patterned, chemically and/or topographically

patterned). Among the various controlling interactions

available, thermal annealing (the BCP is simply placed in

a temperature chamber and thermally annealed above glass

transition temperatures of the component blocks for a

Fig. 11. TEM micrograph of an osmium tetroxide stained poly(isoprene-b-

pentamethyldisilylstyrene-b-isoprene) triblock copolymer with a volume

fraction of 34% polyisoprene. Tilt grain boundary in a cylindrical

microdomain viewed along the [0001] direction is observed, where two

grains of hexagonally packed cylinders meet at grain boundary. Each of

these layer cylinders has seven nearest neighbors (arrow a) or five nearest

neighbors (arrow b), compared to 6 nearest neighbors for cylinders within

the grains.

Fig. 12. Schematic drawing of various orientations of lamellar, cylindrical,

and spherical microdomains of BCPs ((a)–(e)) with possible surface

(substrate/superstrate) characteristics ((f)-(h)). (a) parallel lamellae, (b)

parallel (in-plane) cylinders, (c) perpendicular lamellae, (d) perpendicular

(vertical) cylinders, (e) closely-packed spheres, (f) topographically

patterned surface, (g) chemically patterned surface, where dark and bright

regions are different in surface properties (h) topographically and

chemically patterned surface.
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certain time) is most commonly used but cannot create a

fully ordered state. Numerous other approaches toward

achieving full order of the microdomains in bulk systems as

well as in thin films will be reviewed next.

2.1. Mechanical flow fields

Various mechanical flow fields, involving steady shear,

oscillatory shear, elongational flow, bi- or uni-directional

compression and stretching, have successfully developed the

alignment of microdomains of BCPs in melt and/or in solution

states. Keller and co-workers were first to apply melt extrusion

of an already microphase separated copolymer to orient a

cylinder-forming poly(styrene-b-butadiene-b-styrene) triblock

copolymer [109,110]. The shear gradient developed as the

molten material was squeezed through an orifice into a heated

glass capillary, resulted in an axially well ordered cylindrical

microdomain structure with near ‘single crystal’ texture.

2.1.1. Shear fields

After the pioneering work of the Keller group, other

types of flows were utilized to develop highly textured

microdomain samples, generally for lamellar- and cylinder-

forming BCPs. Hadziioannou et al. showed oscillating a

pair of parallel plates with an adjustable gap, provides

advantages for controlling the experimental variables such

as film thickness, shear rate, and strain amplitude

[111–114]. Other shear flow experiments demonstrated

good long-range domain order and allowed comparison of

the experimental observations with theory [115,116].

Parallel plate type rheometers have been used extensively

to study the development of orientation of microdomains

in the microphase separated, molten state [117–139]. By

careful choice of shear rate, strain amplitude and tempera-

ture, well-ordered microstructures can be formed. In par-

ticular, large-amplitude oscillatory shear at different

frequencies and temperatures produced two different types

of orientations of lamellar-forming BCPs: parallel (the

normal to the lamellae is aligned along the velocity gradient

direction, see Fig. 12(a)) and perpendicular (the normal to

the lamellae is aligned along the vorticity axis see Fig. 12(c))

[129–137]. The detailed conditions for obtaining the two

different microstructural orientations are now well docu-

mented in the literature [127,128].

In-situ rheo-optical methods [121–124,126–129] such

as measurement of shear stress and birefringence and in-

situ small angle X-ray scattering [134] during shearing

allowed study of the kinetics of microstructural evolution

as well as the mechanisms of shear-induced alignment.

The effect of the external surface anchoring on orien-

tation developed under shear was also investigated by

Winey et al. [135]. They found that a parallel orientation

of a lamellar-forming PS/PI BCP persists up to 2 mm

into the bulk regardless of the orientation of the interior

region of the sample. In addition, they utilized oscillatory

shear to study the various mechanical responses of

lamellar-forming BCPs such as the formation of an

isolated kink band and lamellar microdomain contraction

under shear [136,137].

In addition to the microphase separated molten BCPs,

gels of solvent swollen microdomains in a closed sample

holder (to prevents evaporation of the solvent) were

subjected to shear flow to study the orientation of lamellar

[146], cylindrical as well as spherical microdomains

[140–150]. Initially Mortensen and co-workers [140,141]

used oscillatory shear to prepare aligned cubic symmetry

spherical microdomains of a poly(ethylene oxide)–(propyl-

ene oxide)–poly(ethylene oxide) triblock copolymer.

Recently several studies have been done to control micellar

BCP structures, using a shear flow field [142–148]. In

addition, an epitaxial orientation in the oriented samples

developed by oscillatory shear was obtained between the

cylinder and gyroid microstructures [149] and between the

face centered cubic and the body centered cubic structures

[150] by controlling temperature and solvent selectivity in

BCP solutions.

The orientation of BCPs with different molecular

architectures has also been studied by reciprocating shear

[151,152]. Bates et al. investigated the different influences

of shear amplitude and thermal history in lamellar-forming

tri- and penta BCPs of poly(cyclohexylethylene-b-ethylene)

BCPs and found that shear amplitude affected the parallel or

perpendicular orientation of the penta BCP [151].

Another strategy to develop novel domain orientation is

to utilize hierarchically structured materials. For example,

coupling of liquid crystalline mesogens selectively attached

on one of the blocks to oscillatory shear flow induced not

only the global orientation of cylindrical microdomains but

also the transition of the microdomain orientation from

parallel cylinders to transverse cylinders (Fig. 13(d)). The

novel transverse structure is a compromise orientation due

to the strong homogeneous boundary condition of the

mesogens with respect to the IMDS (Fig. 13) [153,154].

This work suggests that the presence of hierarchical

structure (i.e. smectic layers of the liquid crystal and the

cylindrical microdomains of the BCP) could provide

opportunities for manipulating the antagonistic or coopera-

tive actions that occur when the material is placed in a field

interacting with both structures [34].

Semicrystalline BCPs, which contain at least one

crystallizable component, are another example of materials

with multiple interactions (see also Sections 3.1 and 3.5).

Oscillatory shear of semicrystalline BCPs can manipulate

the chain orientation of the confined crystals in the BCP

microdomains [155–161]. In the most extensive studies to

date, Cheng et al. have studied the oscillating shear induced

orientation of the crystalline poly(ethylene oxide) block in

globally oriented, microphase separated lamellar [157],

cylindrical [158], hexagonally perforated layer structures

[159–161] in a series of the poly(styrene-b-ethylene oxide)

BCPs. They demonstrated that the molecular orientation

of the crystalline poly(ethylene oxide) depends on the
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crystallization rate (or crystallization temperature). In

general, with a fast crystallization rate (low crystallization

temperature), the orientation became random. The chain

axis of the crystalline polyethylene oxide turned parallel to

the surface normal of the microphase separated domains

when the crystallization rate was slow. Crystallization

subsequent to microphase separation can induce dramatic

structural transformations. For example, crystallization

from the oriented gyroid structure formed by oscillatory

shear was epitaxially transformed into the preferred crystal-

line lamellar structure during crystallization of the crystal-

line block [156].

2.1.2. Compression fields

Compressional deformation of microphase separated

molten BCPs can also induce orientation of microdomains

[162,163]. Press molding to a desired thickness produces a

biaxial flow field, resulting in the orientation of lamellar and

cylindrical microdomains [163]. In addition, Cohen et al.

developed the channel die apparatus similar to press

molding but with flow constrained to a single direction

[164–167]. The BCP sample is confined into a deep

channel, compressed at elevated temperature and allowed to

flow along the channel direction while being constrained in

the orthogonal direction. Oriented lamellar and cylindrical

microstructures have been observed in many different types

of BCPs using this method [164–169]. Generally the

orientation achieved is moderate and many defects

especially grain boundaries and kink boundaries are

produced in the processing.

2.1.3. Roll casting: shear and elongational flow fields

Another BCP orientation technique called ‘roll-casting’

has been developed by Albalak and Thomas [170–184]. In

this technique, the BCP solution is applied between two

counter-rotating rolls (Fig. 14). The flow field in the pro-

cessing method is complex, involving shear and elonga-

tional flows. The important difference from other flow field

orientation techniques is that the flow field is applied to a

solution and the solvent is allowed to evaporate so that the

Fig. 13. Schematic structural models of smectic layers and cylindrical microdomains with various boundary conditions for the mesogens with respect to IMDS.

Flow is along x and vorticity along y. (a) Model which places the cylinders in their preferred orientation along the flow direction and with homogeneous

boundary conditions for the mesogens. The smectic layers are in the unfavorable transverse orientation. (b) Model which places the smectic layers in their

preferred orientation parallel to the shear flow with homogeneous boundary conditions for the mesogens. The cylinders are in the unfavorable perpendicular

orientation. (c) Model which places both the cylinders and the smectic layers in their preferred orientations but the homogeneous boundary condition for the

mesogens is lost. (d) Model which provides a compromise structure in which the cylinders are transverse and the layers are perpendicular but which maintains

homogeneous boundary conditions of the mesogens. (Reprinted with permission from Macromolecules [153]. Copyright (1999) American Chemical Society).
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disorder to order transition occurs under a biasing field,

resulting in global microdomain orientation. Roll casting

permits the processing of higher molecular weight BCPs

below their degradation temperatures. Use of heated rollers,

also offers the possibility to roll cast crystallizable BCPs

[180,181].

The global orientation of lamellar, [170,172,173,176,

179,184] cylindrical [170–174,178–183], spherical [175],

and bicontinuous [177,178] microdomains has been

achieved by the roll cast method. Roll casting was also

successfully applied to BCP/homopolymer blends [171].

Moreover a semicrystalline BCP subjected to flow fields on

a heated roll cast apparatus not only developed the cylin-

drical microdomain orientation but also a strong molecular

chain orientation of the crystalline block when the film was

subsequently cooled below the crystallization temperature

[180,181]. Roll casting was also employed to side chain

liquid crystalline BCPs in order to study relative arrange-

ment of LC mesogens with respect to the BCP micro-

domains in well-oriented samples [176]. The aligned

microdomain structures created via roll casting permitted

the study of how structural anisotropy influences the

deformation behavior of lamellar, cylindrical, spherical

and double gyroid microstructures [174,175,177–179,180,

184]. Recently, Ha et al. have investigated the orientation

and deformation behavior of BCP-nano clay composite

materials using the roll cast method [182,184]. In this case,

surface grafted polystyrene chains ensured that the exfo-

liated montmorillonite sheets are sequestered into the PS

layers and the flow field results in a parallel PS/PI/PS and

clay sheet texture (Fig. 15) [184]. This microstructure

results from both the targeted sequestration of the nanoclay

layers and the global orientation of the BCP and the clay.

2.2. Temperature gradient

Hashimoto’s group developed a selective area tempera-

ture gradient apparatus to align the BCP microstructures

somewhat analogous to the zone refining process used to

purify and fabricate single crystal of semiconductor

materials [185,186]. Samples were prepared in a ‘zone

heating device’ (Fig. 16) which consists of a pair of central

heating blocks, surrounded by two pairs of cooling blocks.

The centers of each pair of heating blocks and cooling

blocks are aligned to form a sandwich, with the polymer

film sample in the center [185]. The temperature gradient

along the film’s direction of motion was on the order of

about 70 8C/mm [186]. Bodycomb et al. achieved vertically

ordered lamellar microdomain structure of a millimeter

thick film on the glass substrate at a rate of about 2 mm/day

[186]. This temperature gradient approach to directional

ordering in a lamellar-forming BCP system was also theor-

etically studied using a lattice self-consistent field method

that predicted similar behavior to the experimentally

observed results [187].

2.3. Electric fields

BCPs comprised of blocks with different dielectric

constants have been found to orient under an applied

electric field [93,190–192,194–197,201–204]. Electric

fields can be readily applied to bulk BCP films [190–192]

as well as relatively thin films having a thickness of several

microns [93,194–197,201–204], where the employed field

strength ðE ¼ V=dÞ ranges from 106 to 108 V/m. Although

previously used to control the morphology in multiphase

systems including polymer blends and polymer solutions

[188,189], use of an electric field to induce microdomain

orientation was not done until 1991 when Amundson et al.

[190–192] used an electric field to order a PS/PMMA melt.

A theoretical determination of phase behavior of a BCP

under electric field was first done by Gurovich [193]. The

formation of lamellar and cylinder structures under an

electric field was also investigated theoretically [199,200].

Microdomain orientation using an electric filed in BCP

solutions was shown to be an alternative approach in order

to circumvent limitations in the melt due to high viscosities

typical for high molecular weight copolymers [199,200].

Although an electric field couples to BCP microdomains

and can induce uniaxial orientation along the field direction,

the resulting orientation of a grain in a lamellar or cylin-

drical BCP sample is azimuthally degenerate, still leading to

Fig. 14. Left: schematic plan view of the Roll-Caster. Two parallel rollers counter-rotate at a fixed separation controlled by a micrometer. Right: cross-sectional

view. (Reprinted with permission from Chem Mater [174]. Copyright (1996) American Chemical Society).
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many defects and grain boundaries in spite of the presence

of the biasing field.

2.4. Thin films

Nanotechnological applications are frequently dependent

on the use of thin films of materials. Growing interest in

patterned thin films has spurred researchers to develop new

types of methods to control thin film block copolymer

microstructures [206]. As opposed to the bulk state, thin

films involve additional variables such as thickness of the

film and two types of surface interactions: BCP/superstrate

(often air), and BCP/substrate. Manipulation of these

additional parameters can both create diverse microstruc-

tures and lift microstructural degeneracies, promoting single

crystal domain textures. In thin films, the behavior of BCPs

Fig. 15. (a) Bright field TEM image showing the exfoliated near single crystalline texture clay–BCP nanocomposite. SAXS image with the incident X-ray

beam coincident with the TEM viewing direction is also shown as an inset compared with the TEM FFT image. Note the near single crystalline BCP

orientation. (b) Schematic that depicts the idealized structure and explains the observed ,2 £ local swelling of the PS domains due to the PS grafting chains.
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depends primarily on two factors: interfacial interactions

and commensurability of the period of the BCP with the film

thickness. The fundamental physics and applications

regarding BCP thin films are recently well reviewed by

Fasolka and Mayes [37]. Additionally, by using solvent/

block interactions and the kinetics of the structure formation

process, one can access non-equilibrium but well ordered

microdomain structures. The chemical modification of

BCPs provides additional interactions to control the

microstructures. Various surface patterning techniques

such as soft lithography, holography, and silicon crystal

miscut method, enable researchers to better control the

microdomain structures of BCP thin films.

2.4.1. Electric fields

Both in-plane and vertically oriented domains have been

directed by application of electric fields. An in-plane elec-

tric field was applied to a cylinder-forming polystyrene–

polymethylmethacrylate (PS/PMMA) BCP thin (,200 nm)

film spin-coated onto substrates patterned with electrodes to

induce local microdomain orientation parallel to the field

lines [194,195]. By orienting the electric field across a

thick (,10–30 mm) PS/PMMA BCP film, the cylindrical

microdomains became oriented perpendicular to the elec-

trode surface [196]. A vertically aligned cylindrical

microstructure can be very useful in nanolithographic

applications (Fig. 17) [93,197]. Electrically induced orien-

tations from different initial conditions were also investi-

gated [201]. Thurn-Albrecht et al. studied electric filed

induced alignment of cylinder-forming PS/PMMA BCPs

starting from above the order–disorder transition tempera-

ture ðTODTÞ and from below the TODT [201]. Starting from a

disordered state (above TODT), composition fluctuations

induced by the electric field leads to aligned microdomains

parallel to the applied filed, while starting from a ordered

state (below TODT), those microdomains initially oriented

normal to the field become unstable, misaligned and finally

reoriented to the final highly oriented microstructure [201].

An electric field was also used to generate a micro-

patterned structure from a single homopolymer [198]. The

combination of air–polymer interface instability and

applied electric field allowed the development of a

hexagonally arrayed PS cylindrical microstructure aligned

vertically with respect to the electrode surface. Recently,

Morariu et al. produced a hierarchical lateral structure that

has two different characteristic dimensions by applying an

electric field on bilayers formed by two different polymers

(PS and PMMA) [205]. A replication with a resolution down

to 100 nm was readily achieved by lateral modulation of the

Fig. 16. Schematic of zone heating device used for applying temperature

gradient. The axes are designated as follows, Oz is parallel to the

temperature gradient 7T ; Oy is parallel to the film normal, and Ox is

parallel to the film surface and perpendicular to 7T : (Reprinted with

permission from Macromolecules [185]. Copyright (1999) American

Chemical Society).

Fig. 17. Schematic representation of high density nanowire fabrication in a

polymer matrix. (A) An asymmetric diblock copolymer annealed above the

glass transition temperature of the copolymer between two electrodes under

an applied electric field, forming a hexagonal array of cylinders oriented

normal to the film surface. (B) After removal of the minor component, a

nanoporous film is formed. (C) By electro-deposition, nanowires can be

grown in the porous template, forming an array of nanowires in a polymer

matrix. (Reprinted with permission from Science [93]. Copyright (2000)

The American Association for the Advancement of Science).
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electric field from a topographically patterned electrode

[205]. In thin films, the electric field is useful for fabricating

microdomains oriented perpendicular to the substrate with

high aspect ratio (100 , 1000).

2.4.2. Homogeneous surface interactions

In most situations for a BCP deposited on a substrate,

there is a preferential wetting of one block at an interface to

minimize interfacial and surface energies. Consequently a

parallel orientation of the microdomains such as lamellae

and cylinders is often induced at the interface and this

orientation tends to propagate throughout the entire film

[206–217]. In BCPs, the conditions of commensuration–

incommensuration are given by the relation between the

film thickness and the natural period of BCP microdomains

[208–217]. When the thicknesses is incommensurate with

the natural period of the BCP, thin films with dimensions of

the order of only a few microdomain repeats, undergo

quantization of the film thickness. For lamellar-forming

BCPs, discrete integer or half-integer values of the repeat

period occurs, leading to the formation of terraces

(i.e. islands and holes) at the polymer/air interface

[210–213]. When one of the blocks preferentially interacts

with both the substrate and the air surface in a substrate

supported thin film, symmetric boundary conditions [210]

are established while asymmetric conditions pertain when

one block is preferentially wetted by the substrate and the

other block by the superstrate [214]. The experimental

evidence shows that the variation of film thickness on a

preferential substrate can alter the microstructure [215,216].

In particular, Fasolka et al. recently studied the extensive

morphological phase behavior of the lamellar-forming BCP

thin films whose thicknesses are less than the period of the

BCP [220]. A combinatorial approach using gradients in

thickness and molecular weight provided a very convenient

way to study a wide parameter set [218,219].

Adding a superstrate to a substrate supported BCP film,

i.e. confinement of a BCP thin film in between two surfaces,

increases the possible ways to develop interesting micro-

structures [221–224]. Confinement of thin films between

two surfaces, both of which have a specific interaction to

one of the blocks, prohibits terrace formation and BCP

chains experience either chain stretching or chain com-

pression, depending on the deviation of the film thickness

from an integer or half integer multiple of the natural period

[221,222]. By providing a neutral surface (i.e. by using a

random copolymer of the same average composition as the

confined lamellar BCP), the lamellar microdomains

rearrange themselves so that the direction of periodicity is

parallel to the substrate [223]. In addition, severe frustration

imposed by decreasing a confined film thickness, that is,

creating a large incompatibility strain of the natural domain

period of the BCP and the film thickness induces a

heterogeneous in-plane structure where both parallel and

perpendicular lamellae are located near the confining sub-

strate [224]. Theoretical studies are consistent with

experimental work and predict the structural behavior of

BCP thin films in confined geometry [226–236]. More

detailed studies on thin film morphologies of BCPs are well

documentated in recent reviews [37,225].

The effects of film thickness and surface interaction

on the orientations of BCPs were also investigated with

cylinder- [207,237–243,245] and sphere- [244,246] form-

ing asymmetric BCPs. A parallel to vertical transition of

cylindrical PB microdomains was observed in BCPs,

depending on film thickness [207,239,240,245]. Strong

preferential surface interactions between one block and the

substrate in a substrate supported thin film as well as a

confined thin film were shown to induce a microstructural

transition from cylindrical microdomain to a layered

structure near the substrate surface both experimentally

[237,240] and theoretically [238]. Radzilowski et al.

investigated the significant perturbation of the bulk micro-

domain morphology of substrate-free cylinder-forming

poly(styrene-b-butadiene) BCP thin films as the film

thickness decreased [240]. At thicknesses that are signifi-

cantly less than their respective unperturbed chain dimen-

sions, the PS cylinders transformed into a perforated

interlayer, penetrated by PB channels that connect the two

outermost PB surface layers in the minority PS-cylinder

BCP. For the reverse structure, namely PB cylinders in a PS

matrix, as the film thickness decreased, the PB cylinders

transformed into PB spheres then to hemispheres and finally

to a bilayer of surface-segregated PB covering a PS-rich

interlayer [240]. Other workers showed that for a thin film

supported on a substrate, reducing the film thickness in both

an asymmetric PS/PB/PS triblock copolymer [239] and a

PS/PMMA [241] diblock created vertically oriented cylin-

drical PS microdomains. Theoretical calculations on

thickness effects in a cylinder-forming BCP supports the

presence of vertical cylinder microstructure [242–244].

Recently Konrad et al. demonstrated, using stepwise erosion

in a radio-frequency plasma, that the vertical cylindrical

microdomain structure observed on the thin PS/PB/PS

triblock copolymer film converted to parallel cylinders at

some distance underneath the film surface [245]. Strong

interaction of a poly(vinylpridine) (PVP) block with the

silicon substrate induced a domain shape change (spherical

to lamellar) and long range ordering parallel to the film

surface similar to surface-induced ordering of lamellae in

lamellar-forming BCPs [246].

Surface modification to tune the specific interaction

between the BCP and the substrate has also generated

alignment of microdomains in both substrate supported

films and confined films [197,247–252,254]. Application of

a random copolymer brush anchored on the substrate was

useful to control the surface interaction with the corre-

sponding BCP. Systematically changing the amount of one

of the components in the random copolymer permitted

observation of a morphological transition from parallel to

perpendicular domain orientation or vice versa. In addition,

providing a surface treatment with a PS homopolymer brush
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reduced the surface pinning of the PB block molecules

which are supposed to wet the silicon surface, leading to less

defective microstructures when a PS/PB BCP with cylin-

drical PB microdomains was spun cast [253]. Recent studies

by Thurn-Albrecht et al. and Kim et al. showed that a pattern

of vertically ordered PMMA cylinders in a PS/PMMA BCP

could be created on a neutral random copolymer brush and

then utilized as a template to fabricate nanoscopic SiO2

posts [197,254]. Self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) turned

out to be another tool to control wetting behavior of BCP

thin films [255,256]. Variation of the grafting density of a

SAM developed different types of surfaces ranging from

asymmetric, to neutral to dewetting, leading to different thin

film structures of a PS/PMMA BCP on a silicon substrate

[255]. A SAM was used to provide a neutral surface for a

PS/PMMA BCP, leading to perpendicular lamellar orien-

tation with respect to a silicon substrate [256].

2.4.3. Elongation flow fields (‘Petermann’ method)

Petermann and Gohil developed a method for producing

highly oriented semicrystalline polyethylene films [257].

For example, in this method, a hot polyethylene solution

was spread on a preheated glass substrate to give a film of a

thickness 0.5–1 mm. After solvent evaporation, the thin

supercooled melt film was then quickly drawn off. Very

highly oriented semicrystalline lamellar microstructures

were readily achieved during drawing and subsequent

crystallization [257,258]. Similarly, this method can also

be applied to orient semicrystalline block copolymer thin

films.

2.4.4. Surface tension

Spreading of a solution or melt of semicrystalline or

liquid crystalline polymers onto a fluid surface such as

water, mercury, or phosphoric acid can be used to produce a

thin film with a very high local chain orientation [259–262].

In order for spreading to be favored, the fluid surface should

have a high surface tension and the attraction between the

fluid surface and the polymer solution or melt to be spread

should be strong [260–262]. The orientation achieved of

films depends on the surface tension driven spreading of the

polymer solution or melts during crystallization or liquid

crystallization on the hot fluid substrate. This approach can

be employed to achieve highly ordered thin films of

semicrystalline or liquid crystalline BCPs.

2.5. Special BCPs: ABC terpolymers, liquid crystalline and

semicrystalline BCPs

ABC terpolymers and BCPs having liquid crystalline

blocks or semicrystalline blocks can all lead to specific

interactions between BCPs and boundaries such as super-

strates and substrates, resulting in useful thin film

orientations such as a vertically ordered lamellar structure

with respect to a substrate [263–271], which is useful in

nanotechnological applications such as 1D periodic nano-

scale patterned lithographic masks.

The architecture of BCPs has been known to modify

the surface interaction between the BCP and the contact

surfaces [263,264,266–267]. In particular, a variety of ABC

triblock terpolymers with different chemical components have

been of interest in thin films due to their additional interactions

resulting in an enriched set of possible microdomain

structures. Many research groups have been interested in

morphological behavior of ABC type molecules in thin films,

both theoretically [265] as well as experimentally [263,264,

266,267]. When a B block in an ABC terpolymer has the most

favorable interaction with the surface, interesting microstruc-

tures can be realized. For example, a short polybutadiene

block attached between long PS and PMMA blocks in an ABC

type block terpolymer interacted specifically with the air

surface, resulting in a vertically ordered A–C lamellar

microdomain structure on a glass substrate after long time

annealing [263,264]. The recent article by Krausch et al. well

addressed the morphological issues in thin films found not

only in AB type diblock copolymers but also in ABC type

triblock terpolymers [266,267].

Liquid crystalline BCPs also offer unique interactions

for controlling microdomain orders. Wong et al. observed

lamellar microdomains vertically oriented on a glass sub-

strate in a thin film of coil block/side chain liquid crystalline

BCP [268]. They explained that the microstructure obtained

results from block-specific interface wetting and configu-

rational frustration induced by the incommensurability

between the smectic spacing of liquid crystals within the

prior forming LC domains and the BCP periodicity.

Recently, a hierarchical microstructure spanning 3 orders

of size scale consisting of crystals of the rod block (unit cell

,1 nm), BCP microdomains (layer periodicity ,50 nm)

and Neel domain walls (Wall periodicity ,1000 nm) was

produced via directional solvent evaporation in a lyotropic

nematic solution of a rod-coil poly(styrene-b-3-(triethoxy-

sily) propylisocyanate) (Fig. 18) [269]. Such hierarchical

patterns demonstrate the feasibility of simultaneous organ-

ization at both small and large length scale.

Dewetting behavior of BCP thin films has been used to

manipulate microdomain orientation when combined with

microphase separation and crystallization of a semicrystal-

line BCP [270,271]. For crystal growth rates higher than

1 nm/s in a microphase separated structure, a lamellar

microdomain structure perpendicular to a non-crystalline

silicone oxide substrate was found in a thin film of

hydrogenated PB (amorphous)/PEO (semicrystalline) BCP

[271]. Moreover, the crystallization of the PEO block

occurring at wetting–dewetting boundaries such as three

phase contact lines generated lateral alignment of the

perpendicular lamellae over a short distance. Semicrystal-

line BCPs can exhibit long range ordering in thin films via

epitaxial crystallization between a crystalline organic sub-

strate and the semicrystalline block. These more complex

BCPs are discussed in Section 3.1.
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2.6. Solvent control

The preparation of BCP thin films under various solvent

evaporation conditions turned out to be a good way to

manipulate the microstructures [272,273]. The solvent

evaporation rate is one of the key factors that determine

kinetically arrested microstructures. Kim and Libera [272]

demonstrated that vertically aligned cylindrical PS micro-

domains could be obtained in a PS/PB/PS triblock

copolymer thin film for a thickness of ,100 nm when an

intermediate evaporation rate (,5 nl/s) was used. Fast

(,200 nl/s) and slow (,1.5 nl/s) evaporation rates devel-

oped a microphase separated structure with no long range

order and a duplex microstructure of PS cylinders aligned

vertically or in-plane. Various metastable morphologies can

be achieved with different evaporation rates. With the

intermediate preparation condition, the solvent concen-

tration gradient became maximized along the direction

perpendicular to the film surface, resulting in a cylindrical

microdomain orientation perpendicular to the film surface.

A vertically ordered cylindrical microstructure was also

formed within seconds in a poly(styrene-b-ethylene oxide)

(PS/PEO) BCP also predominantly due to concentration

gradient along the direction normal to the film surface

during evaporation [275]. However, it should be noted that

in both studies, the lateral registry of the cylinders is poor,

since the biasing force, in this case, the gradient of solvent

concentration is uniaxial and the p6mm structure of the

cylindrical microdomain is degenerate under this force.

Another fast solvent extraction process resulted in a

perpendicular lamellar microstructure. Here a poly(styrene-

b-2vinylpyridine-b-tert-butyl methacrylate) terpolymer thin

film sample in a saturated solvent vessel was removed and

brought in contact with a hot plate kept at 60 8C [273]. The

mechanical strain field present during the solvent drying

process was discussed as the driving force for the observed

microdomain structures. Again due to the uniaxial driving

force and the degeneracy of the pm lamellar symmetry,

lateral registry was rather poor.

Prewetting of the silicon oxide substrate with a minor

polar solvent such as methanol or acetone before spin

casting of the PS/PMMA BCP generated micron-scale

Fig. 18. Tapping mode AFM images of the hierarchical structure in a PS/PIC(39/23) film (thickness—5 mm) cast on a glass slide from 1% toluene solution.

Insets are the Fourier power spectra. Solvent evaporation direction is from right to left. (a) A low magnification phase image. The contrast arises from different

orientations of microdomains relative to the AFM scanning direction. (b) A height image obtained after the film was immersed in water overnight to enhance

contrast. Brighter regions are the higher PS domains. Arrows indicate the director orientations across the Neel wall. (c) A high magnification phase image of (a)

showing the director patterns of the rods. Note tapering of rod domain at an edge dislocation (arrow). (d) The chemical structure of PS/PIC and interdigitated

smectic rod-coil packing model. (Reprinted with permission from Adv Mater [269]. WILEY-VCH, STM-Copyright & Licenses (2003)).
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annular structures with unique alignment of cylindrical

microdomains [274]. The cylindrical PMMA microdomains

were aligned radially within a micron sized annular rim

created during spin coating.

Even though these approaches provided some interesting

results in microdomain structures, more carefully controlled

temperature, vapor pressure, vapor extraction speed and so

on are required for more quantitative control and under-

standing of microstructure formation. Moreover, due to the

uniaxial degeneracy of perpendicular lamellae and verti-

cally oriented cylinders, these approaches cannot result in a

good lateral order. Controlled microdomain structures of

BCPs in thin films using a crystallizable solvent where

biaxial forces are in play is described in Section 3.2.

2.7. Patterned substrates (‘top–down’ and ‘bottom–up’)

Introduction of lithographic technologies to modify the

substrate surface properties provided ways for better control

of BCP microdomains. Control of the nano-scale BCP

microdomains can be achieved by topographically and/or

chemically confining them into/onto a lithographically

patterned micro-scale structure. This approach is both

‘top–down’ and ‘bottom–up’.

2.7.1. Chemically patterned substrates

The development of soft lithography allowed easy

preparation of chemically modified surface pattern structure

on the micron-scale using SAM [276,277]. Techniques

which yield homogeneous substrate interactions were

applied to the PS/PVP BCPs deposited on a SAM modified

patterned substrate. Heier et al. [278,279] showed that the

local domain orientation for lamellar-forming BCPs

depended on the local chemistry of the substrate. The

preferential wetting capability of the PVP block on a polar

selective substrate region can create a patterned structure

comprised of a mixture of parallel and perpendicular

lamellar microdomains. In addition, Heier et al. demon-

strated that the patterned substrate chemistry affects the

topography of the film surface. The energy required to form

islands was different for each substrate domain, leading to

the preferential formation of islands over the less energe-

tically costly domain. Another approach is to employ

interference lithography to generate a chemically patterned

flat substrate. Nealey’s group used a period of 60 nm to

guide microphase separation [280]. SAMs of alkyl siloxanes

were employed as imaging layers and chemically patterned

by EUV interference lithography to have the same period

(,60 nm) as the bulk lamellar domain period of a BCP.

Lamellar-forming PS/PMMA BCP thin films deposited on

the patterned substrate showed a perpendicular lamellar

orientation to the plane of the film, useful for nanofabrica-

tion templates [280].

Many theoretical predictions of BCP morphologies on

chemically patterned substrates have also been made via

analytical and numerical approaches [281–284]. With 1D

striped patterns whose dimensions vary from a smaller to a

larger length scale than that of the lamellar periodicity of a

BCP, Chakrabarti and Chen found that the morphology of

the BCP thin film is strongly influenced by the commensur-

ability between the natural bulk lamellar periodicity and the

period of the pattern. Various microdomain orientations

could be obtained with different combinations of the two

factors [281]. In addition, Pereira and Williams specifically

modeled the case where the lamellar periodicity is larger

than a width of striped pattern. The periodic striped surface

induced a lamellar structure with unequal spacings and this

striped potential developed inverted bilayers, i.e. an AB, AB

pattern of AB diblock copolymer rather than the more usual

AB, BA one [282]. Recently, Tsori and Andelman using

mean field theory have calculated the equilibrium mor-

phologies of a lamellar-forming BCP in thin films in contact

with one patterned surface, or confined between two

surfaces. They found tilted lamellar phases were induced

on the periodically patterned surface to satisfy the condition

of matching the surface periodicity [283,284].

2.7.2. Topographically patterned substrates

As opposed to flat but chemically patterned substrates,

topographically patterned substrates whose patterns consist

of height variations on a chemically homogeneous non-

crystalline substrate have also been fabricated to control the

microdomain structures of BCPs [285,286]. A 1D groove

pattern, used for making chemically modified patterned

substrate previously [290] was prepared without the

subsequent metal atom evaporation process to investigate

the thickness effect on a BCP thin film. The lamellar-

forming BCP thin film with two different film thicknesses

(,a half lamellar periodicity and less than a half lamellar

periodicity in the trough and peak regions, respectively)

overlaid on the patterned substrate exhibits a laterally pat-

terned ordering of the microdomains. Parallel and perpen-

dicular orientation of lamellar microdomains with respect to

the substrate were achieved in the trough and peak regions,

respectively [285].

Interference lithography and subsequent chemical etch-

ing techniques [286] were used to fabricate silicon grating

substrates with micron scale periodicity and various heights.

PS/P2VP BCP thin films with a lamellar or cylindrical

microdomain structure, were cast and then annealed on the

topographically patterned substrates. This resulted in a

surface modulation comprised of either in-phase (confor-

mal) or out-of-phase (anticonformal), depending upon the

periodicity of BCP microdomains with respect to the height

of gratings [286].

A topographic pattern of polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS)

generated by soft lithography has been used as a mold in

which a PS/PFS BCP was infiltrated. The microstructure

of the patterned BCP was controlled due to boundary

confinement effect at the mold surfaces. The swelling

problem of the PDMS mold caused by the organic solvent of

the block copolymer solution was successfully avoided by a
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thin overcoating of Teflon AFw, an amorphous fluorinated

polymer which provided an excellent barrier to the solvent

[287].

2.7.3. Chemically and topographically patterned substrates

Another technique to create a topographically and/or

chemically patterned substrate is to employ an off-cut

silicon single crystal substrate [288,289]. A 1D groove

pattern can be prepared from a Si single crystal wafer miscut

by a certain angle with respect to the (001) crystal plane.

The period and amplitude of the grooves on the surface are

determined by the miscut angle of the surface, the annealing

temperature and the duration of the annealing. The typical

lateral period and amplitude of the grooves are tens of

nanometers and several nanometers, respectively. The

subsequent evaporation of metal atoms at a low incidence

angle permitted the fabrication of a chemically and at the

same time, topographically modified nanoscale patterned

substrate. The preferential wetting on each patterned

domain and commensuration of substrate period and block

copolymer period provided a vertically ordered lamellar

microstructure of a PS/PMMA BCP [290,291].

The characteristics of various techniques for controlling

BCP microdomains mentioned above are summarized in

Table 3. Next we describe how the use of multiple

interactions can remove degeneracies and provide control

over microdomain position and orientation.

3. Using traditional types of multiple interactions to

precisely control block copolymers

This section introduces epitaxy, directional crystalliz-

ation of a solvent–polymer solution, and graphoepitaxy to

create ordered BCP microdomain patterns. We also describe

further utilization of those interactions when they are

combined with each other.

3.1. Epitaxy

Epitaxy, as previously mentioned, is defined as the

growth of a crystal of one phase on the surface of that of

another phase in one or more strictly defined crystal-

lographic orientations. The resulting mutual orientation is

explained by a 2D or, less frequently, a 1D structural

matching in the plane of contact of the two species. The

term epitaxy, literally meaning ‘on surface arrangement’,

was introduced in an early theory of organized crystal

growth based on structural matching [1–3]. Discrepancy

between atomic or molecular spacings is measured by the

quantity ðd 2 d0Þ=d0; expressed as a percent, where d and d0

Table 3

Summary of techniques for controlling block copolymer microdomains

Interactions Driving forces Experimental methods Characteristics Type of

sample

References

Mechanical flow fields Shear and elongation Extrusion Easy control, large samples Bulk [109,110]

Shear Rheometer Easy control of parameters Bulk [111–161]

Compression Channel die Simple apparatus Bulk [162–169]

Shear and elongation Roll casting Ordering from solution Bulk [170–184]

Elongation Petermann method Semicrystalline BCP Thin films [257,258]

Temperature gradient Temperature gradient Zone refining cell High degree of orientation, slow

process

Bulk [185,186]

Electric field Dielectric contrast In-plane and vertical Low degree of orientation lack of

lateral orientation

Bulk/thin

films

[93,190–204]

Surface tension Surface tension Spreading on a fluid surface Liquid crystalline/semicrystalline

BCP

Thin films [259–262]

Thickness and substrate Commensurability Thickness control Parallel/vertical LAM, CYL Thin films [206–246]

Preferential wetting Confinement Only parallel ordering

Neutral substrate Random copolymer Vertical LAM, CYL w/o lateral

order

[247–254]

Special block copolymers Architecture Spin coating Vertical LAM w/o lateral order Thin films [263–264,266,267]

Liquid crystallization Vertical LAM w/o lateral order [268,269]

Crystallization and

wetting/dewetting

Vertical LAM w lateral order near

wet./dewet. boundary

[270,271]

Solvent control Evaporation rate Spin coating Vertical CYL w slow evap. rate Thin films [272,273,275]

Prewetting In-plane CYL near rims [274]

Patterned substrates Chemical pattern Soft lithography Vertical/parallel LAM Thin films [276–284]

Topographic pattern Silicon miscut Vertical LAM [285]

Holographic pattern Conformal/anticonformal [286]

Softlithography Micromolding [287]

Chemical/topographic Silicon miscut/metal

deposition

Vertical LAM [290,291]
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are the lattice periodicities in the direction of interest of the

adsorbed phase and the substrate phase, respectively. In

general 10–15% discrepancies are considered as an upper

limit for epitaxy to occur in polymers [3].

Pioneering work by Willems [292] and that by Fischer

[293] in the 1950s, demonstrated epitaxy of homopolymers

on alkali halide substrates. There are several detailed

reviews covering these aspects in the literature [3,294,

295]. As a general rule, the deposited polymer chains lie

with their chain axis parallel to the substrate surface; the

crystalline lamellae that are built up on further growth thus

stand edge-on, i.e. are normal to the surface as shown in a

schematic of Fig. 19.

Epitaxy to control spatial and orientational order of BCP

microdomains was not introduced until 2000 when De Rosa

et al. first used epitaxy to control the molecular and micro-

domain orientation of a poly(ethylene-b-ethylenepropylene-

b-ethylene) (PE/PEP/PE) semicrystalline BCP thin film

[296]. In order to apply epitaxial control to BCPs, the BCPs

need to have at least one crystalline block to interact with a

crystalline surface. Semicrystalline BCPs are characterized

by a hierarchical structure ranging from the Angstrom to

the micron scale and present at least two thermodynamic

transitions: crystal-melt and order–disorder transitions. As

explained previously, crystallization in semicrystalline

BCPs has been used to induce the orientation of the block

copolymer microdomains in combination with wetting–

dewetting behavior (Section 2.5). Epitaxial crystallization

of the crystalline block on an organic crystalline substrate

such as benzoic acid (BA) [6,296] or anthracene (AN) [297],

can result in precise control of the molecular orientation

of the crystalline block and subsequent overall long-range

order of the block copolymer. The positioning of a

semicrystalline BCP, PE/PEP/PE obtained on BA crystals

is shown in Fig. 20 [296]. The (100) plane of PE is in contact

with the (001) plane of BA, therefore, the crystalline PE

lamellae stand edge-on on the substrate with the b-axis of

PE oriented parallel to the b-axis of BA and the c-axis of PE

coincident with the a-axis of BA as shown in the schematic

model (Fig. 20(a)). The dark field image (Fig. 20(b)) clearly

evidences edge-on lamellae as the bright regions in the

image due to the lamellae all being arranged in Bragg

diffraction condition determined by the 2D epitaxy. The

selective area electron diffraction pattern presents the 0kl

reflections of PE; hence, it indicates that the (100) plane

of PE is normal to the electron beam and parallel to the

(001) exposed face of the BA crystals (Fig. 20(c)). In this

example, we see that the biaxial matching of the BA and PE

lattices creates a highly ordered lamellar BCP microdomain

state: The widths of the crystalline PE lamellae are highly

uniform, the PE crystals and the intervening non-crystalline

PEP are all parallel, and the orientation of both the ~cPE and
~bPE axes over many micron sized regions are very high.

Long-range ordering obtained via epitaxy is limited by

two main factors: polymer film thickness variation, and the

size of the BA substrate. Orientation of the microdomains is

lost when the polymer film thickness becomes too large due

to the thickness dependent interaction between PE and BA.

In addition, the size of a given well-ordered polymer region

is only limited by the size of the corresponding single

crystal BA. As opposed to other methods such as electric

field, epitaxy generates an array of biaxially oriented

crystalline microdomains oriented perpendicular to the

substrate.

3.2. Directional crystallization of a solvent

The presence of solvent in a non-crystalline A/B BCP

depresses the order–disorder temperature of BCP depend-

ing on the solvent quality. Several theories predict the phase

behavior of BCP–organic solvent mixtures [298–300].

If both polymer and the solvent are crystallizable above

room temperature, then eutectic-like behavior can be

observed in polymer–diluent binary mixtures, in that,

both melting temperatures of the polymer and the solvent

are both depressed. Eutectic crystallization in polymeric

systems was first studied by Smith and Pennings in 1974

[301,302]. They found that the mixtures of polyethylene and

1,2,4,5-tetrachlorobenzene form a pseudo-eutectic solid

with the polymer melting point depressed by about 15 8C

[301,302]. Later, Dorset et al. using monodisperse low

molecular paraffin–n-hexatriacontane with organic solvents

showed formation of eutectic structures with various

organic diluents such as anthracene, naphthalene, acridine

and benzoic acid [303].

Mixtures of semicrystalline BCPs and crystallizable

solvents can also be expected to exhibit eutectic behavior. In

theory, the two liquidus lines of the binary mixture of a BCP

and an organic diluent, that is, the freezing point depression

curve of the organic diluent and the order–disorder tem-

perature depression curve of the BCP can meet each other at

a certain composition and induce the characteristic eutectic

transformation of a liquid to two solids: the crystalline

solvent and the phase separated solid BCP. Since the order–

disorder transition in a BCP is a weak first order transition,

the phase separated BCP at the triple point can have some

non-zero diluent content as seen in the mixtures of BCPs

and solvents [300]. If this is the case, the phase separation at

the triple point would be from homogeneous liquid to pure

Fig. 19. Schematic of a polymer epitaxy on a crystalline substrate. In

general, the deposited polymer chains are aligned parallel to the substrate

surface.
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solid (crystalline solvent) and another solid (solvent swollen

BCP microdomains).

Park et al. used this eutectic formation hypothesis plus a

temperature gradient to globally organize the two eutectic

forming solids [6,304–306]. Organic diluents such as ben-

zoic acid (BA) and anthracene (AN), that were previously

used for epitaxial crystallization [6,296,297], were

employed. From the engineering point of view, we have

two major requirements for this process. First, a diluent

should dissolve the block copolymer we intend to orient

above the solvent’s melting temperature. Second, the

diluent has to have tendency to crystallize directionally

into large, plate-like crystals. Various di- and tri-BCPs

with different architecture and properties such as rubbery–

glassy, glassy–glassy, amorphous–crystalline, amorphous–

liquid crystalline, and ABC type terpolymers have been

successfully organized with this process. When the organic

diluent, which initially was a solvent for the BCP, direc-

tionally crystallizes along its fast growth direction under a

temperature gradient, the BCP undergoes microphase sepa-

ration due to rapid decrease of the solvent concentration. At

the same time, the orientation of the microdomains nucle-

ated from the eutectic transforming solution is determined

by the fast directional growth of the organic diluent. In the

case of BA and AN, the fast growth directions are both

b-axis and consequently the IMDS of the microdomains of

BCP tend to orient along this direction. A polarized optical

microscope image of directionally crystallized BA is shown

in Fig. 21(a) [304]. The BA crystal is elongated along the

fast growth b-axis and presents a flat (001) surface. The

different thicknesses of the BA crystals leads to the different

colors in microscope. The schematic model of cylindrical

microdomains well aligned from the directional eutectic

transformation of the homogeneous BCP solution is shown

in Fig. 21(b). Note the IMDS of the BCP is coincident with

the fast growth direction.

This process occurs within a few seconds (the growth

velocity of the BA crystal: ,1 cm/s) and the microstructure

is kinetically formed and then trapped. Typical examples of

directionally solidified BCP microstructures are shown in

Fig. 22 [304]. A cylinder-forming poly(styrene-b-isoprene)

Fig. 20. (a) Schematic model of the crystalline and amorphous

microdomains in the PE/PEP/PE BCP epitaxially crystallized on the BA

crystal. The epitaxy shows the relative orientation of crystalline PE

lamellae on the BA crystal: (100)PE//(001)BA and cPE//aBA, bPE//bBA

(b) TEM (110) dark field image of a thin film of PE/PEP/PE BCP

epitaxially crystallized onto BA crystal. The bright regions correspond to

the crystalline PE lamellae in the Bragg condition. (Reprinted with

permission from Macromolecules [296]. Copyright (2000) American

Chemical Society.) (c) Selected area electron diffraction pattern of a thin

film of PE/PEP/PE BCP epitaxially crystallized onto BA. The pattern

presents mainly the 0kl reflections of PE; hence, it indicates that the (100)

plane of PE is normal to the electron beam and parallel to the (001) exposed

face of the BA crystals. (Reprinted with permission from Macromolecules

[296]. Copyright (2000) American Chemical Society).
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(PS/PI) BCP processed with BA shows long range in-plane

cylindrical PI orientation (Fig. 22(a)). The FFT inset of

the micrograph shows multiple reflections, confirming the

long-range order. In addition, the thickness effect of thin

films described in the previous section (Section 2.4.2)

whereby thin regions (less than the BCP period) force a

perpendicular orientation of the cylinders has been applied

with directional solidification to obtain a large area,

vertically oriented cylindrical microdomains (Fig. 22(c)).

The FFT inset displays hexagonally ordered reflections,

indicating that the process produced a lateral ordering of the

PI cylinders. Fig. 22(b) and (d) shows the schematic models

of in-plane and vertical cylinder structures obtained by

directional crystallization and by the combination of

directional crystallization and film thickness effect,

respectively.

3.3. Graphoepitaxy

Graphoepitaxy is a process in which an artificial surface

topographic pattern is employed to control orientation of

crystal growth in thin films [4,5]. This was originally deve-

loped in 1978 by Smith et al. [4] and used to manipulate the

orientation of inorganic crystals grown from solution or

vapor [5,307] as well as to induce liquid crystal orientation

on amorphous SiO2 substrate [308]. It was not until 2001

that graphoepitaxy was utilized to control orientation of

BCP microdomains [309]. This procedure is a prime

example of the combined top–down and bottom–up

approaches to patterning. Segalman et al. used a topo-

graphically alternating mesa and well patterns fabricated by

conventional photolithography and chemical etching tech-

niques to align spherical PVP microdomains of a PS/PVP

Fig. 21. (a) Polarized optical microscope image of directionally crystallized BA crystals. The large, flat and elongated BA crystals are aligned with the b-axis

parallel to growth front direction. (Reprinted with permission from Macromolecules [304]. Copyright (2001) American Chemical Society) (b) Speculated

schematic model of the microstructure formation of a cylinder forming BCP under directional crystallization of the BA from homogeneous solution.
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BCP. Careful selection of material and pattern dimensions

created a large area single crystal of the PVP spheres not

only on the mesas but also on the wells [309]. Since the

length-scale of the topographic pattern was large (about

5 mm) compared to the BCP grain size, the commensur-

ability effect was very small and defects were mainly

induced entropically [309]. Further, the authors observed

that a 2D single crystalline array of PS/PVP BCP spherical

microdomains obtained from graphoepitaxy melts through a

continuous defect generation process with varying tempera-

ture (or xN; where x is the temperature dependent Flory–

Huggins interaction parameter and N is the number of mers

in the minority block) [310]. If 9 . xN . 7:4; the film

became a single crystal with quasi-long-range order and few

defects while it was polycrystalline for xN . 9: As xN is

decreased further (T is increased), defects such as dis-

location pairs are generated. At much higher temperature,

the hexatic to liquid transition is observed, where the

dislocations unbind into pairs of free disclinations to form

an isotropic 2D liquid of BCP micelles [310].

Nanostructures with long range order were also deve-

loped at MIT using BCP lithography in combination with

graphoepitaxy [311–313]. Cheng et al. employed a diblock

copolymer of poly(styrene-b-ferrocenyldimethylsilane)

(PS/PFS), in which the organometallic PFS block provides

excellent (10:1) etching contrast in oxygen plasma [311,312].

The topographically patterned substrate for templating BCP

self-assembly was fabricated by interference lithography.

Monolayer films of the BCP were deposited by spin-casting

and annealed onto the patterned silica substrate. Etching of

the film in oxygen plasma revealed an array of PFS spheres

(recall Fig. 7(a)) and a thin PFS–PS brush layer present at

Fig. 22. (a) TEM bright-field image of a thin film of PS/PI(45/12) BCP, directionally solidified with BA, and stained with OsO4. The dark regions correspond to

the stained PI microdomains. The cylindrical PI microdomains are well aligned along the fast growth direction of the BA crystals (crystallographic b-axis).

Inset shows the FFT power spectrum of the TEM micrograph. Spot-like first reflection located on the meridian shows the nearly single crystal-like

microstructure. (Reprinted with permission from Macromolecules [301]. Copyright (2001) American Chemical Society.) (b) Schematic model of the

microstructure of PS/PI processed with BA. Cylindrical PI microdomains are aligned along the b-axis of BA crystal. (c) Due to very thin film thickness,

vertically undulated PI cylinders transform into hexagonally packed cylinders oriented perpendicular to the BA substrate. Inset shows the FFT power spectrum

of the TEM micrograph. Spot-like first reflections with 6-fold symmetry show the nearly hexagonally packed microstructure. (Reprinted with permission from

Macromolecules [301]. Copyright (2001) American Chemical Society.) (d) Schematic model of the microstructure of PS/PI processed with BA. Cylindrical PI

microdomains are oriented vertically to the substrate.
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the groove edge and bottom where PFS block wets the silica

substrate. This surface-induced thin layer was shown to

drive the ordering of the PS–PFS BCP microdomains and

resulted in PFS spherical microdomains parallel to the

groove edges. For 240-nm-wide grooves, in which the width

of groove is comparable to the typical BCP grain size, a

nearly perfect alignment of PFS spherical microdomains

was achieved (Fig. 23). The microdomain patterns were

transferred onto the underlying silica substrate using a RIE

process with a CHF3 plasma and well-ordered arrays of

silica posts with high aspect ratio (,3) were readily created

(Fig. 7(b)). Compared with Fig. 7 in which cobalt ferro-

magnetic dots fabricated using a block copolymer mask on a

flat substrate which results in liquid-like packing (many

unpaired disclination defects), the oxidized PFS domains

are almost perfectly ordered by the guided self assembly of

the block copolymer in the pre-patterned substrate, which

can be potentially useful for fabricating 2D photonic crystal

waveguide structures (Fig. 23(d)). Recently, Naito et al. at

Toshiba Corporation successfully prepared 2.5-inch cir-

cumferential patterned media with 40 nm diameter single

magnetic domain bits for hard disk drives by combining

graphoepitaxy with BCP self-assembly, which will be likely

one of the first commercial applications of BCPs in

nanotechnology (Fig. 24) [314].

Topographical confinement can also be used to register

domain positions in BCP self-assembly [313]. Point edge

dislocations are induced in the hexagonal arrays of spherical

microdomains by tailoring the sidewall features of the

grooves, resulting in registration of the patterns (Fig. 25)

[313].

Graphoepitaxy provides a way for controlling multi-level

ordering where a ‘bottom–up’ method such as self assembly

of BCPs is combined with a ‘top–down’ lithographic method.

Fig. 23. SEM micrographs of annealed and oxygen plasma treated PS/PFS (32/10) films on silica gratings with (a) 500 nm wide grooves. (b) 320 nm wide

grooves. (c) 240 nm wide grooves (d) Schematic of waveguide structure using BCP 2D photonic crystals.
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However, since the pre-pattern size should be determined by

grain size of block copolymers, only patterns with small

periodicity are applicable, requiring relatively expensive

patterning tools. To avoid this problem, one should continue

to develop methods to increase the grain size of block

copolymers, which can then be controlled with the micron

size patterns available from, for example, soft lithography.

3.4. Combination of directional crystallization and

graphoepitaxy

Further utilization of directional crystallization was

made using a topographical pattern fabricated by

conventional photolithography and etching procedures

[305]. The confinement of the PS/PI BCP thin film

between the BA crystal and the topographic substrate

pattern induces a thickness variation of the BCP film,

resulting in the two different orientations of the PI

cylinders. A tapping mode AFM image and a schematic

model of the tailored microdomain structure are shown
Fig. 24. (a) SEM image of the patterned magnetic medium (Co74Cr6Pt20)

with a 40 nm diameter. The scale bar indicates 100 nm. (b) Whole image of

the patterned media disk prepared on a 2.5 in. HDD glass plate. (Reprinted

with permission from IEEE Trans Magn [314]. Copyright (2002) The

Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers).

Fig. 25. (a) SEM micrograph showing annealed and oxygen plasma treated

PS/PFS on silica gratings where point defect (a missing domain) is

generated from a small, sharp protrusion at the groove edge, but the overall

array is undisturbed. (b) Schematic of sidewall features for registering

patterns of magnetic dots. Positions of dots in two ‘patterned media’ tracks

can be aligned if the edge features on the template are coherent.

Fig. 26. (a) Tapping mode AFM image of a thin film of PS/PI(45/12) BCP,

directionally solidified with BA on the pre-patterned substrate. The

amplitude contrast image is shown. The cylindrical PI microdomains

with two different orientations with respect to the substrate are well aligned

along the fast growth direction of the BA crystals. The square shape mesa

regions show the PI cylinders perpendicular to the substrate. The thicker

matrix regions show the in-plane PI cylinders (Reprinted with permission

from Appl Phys Lett [305]. Copyright (2001) American Institute of

Physics). (b) Schematic of the PS/PI BCP orientations between top BA

crystal and bottom pre-patterned substrate. The block copolymer films

confined between BA crystal and the bottom pre-patterned substrate

undergo thickness variation (h1 and h2), leading to two different

microdomain orientations.
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in Fig. 26(a) and (b), respectively. The vertical

orientation/in-plane orientation induced by different

film thickness is evident across the 2 £ 2 mm mesa/

well areas. Moreover, the controlled microdomain

structure could also be dry-etched to selectively remove

one of the BCP microdomains. Next the combined

interactions between epitaxy and directional crystal-

lization of a solvent are examined for better controlling

the thin film microstructure of semicrystalline BCP

microdomains.

Fig. 27. (a) TEM Bright-field image of a thin film of PS/PE BCP stained with RuO4. The darker regions correspond to the stained PS matrix, while the light

regions correspond to the crystalline PE microdomains, which form hexagonally packed cylinders oriented perpendicular to the substrate surface. Inset (upper

right) shows the FFT power spectrum of the TEM micrograph. Spot-like multi-order reflections with 6-fold symmetry are clearly evident. Inset (lower left)

shows Dark field image of the PS/PE film using the (110) diffraction spot. Small rectangular PE crystals are observed and packed on a pseudo-hexagonal lattice.

The selected area electron diffraction pattern inside Dark-field image presents only ð0klÞ reflections of PE resulting from epitaxy. (Reprinted with permission

from Nature [6]. Copyright (2000) Nature Publishing Group) (c) Schematic model of the microstructure of the PS/PE block copolymer thin film evolved by the

combination of the directional crystallization of the BA and epitaxy. The cylindrical PE microdomains are vertically ordered on the BA crystal and the

individual one has a single crystal of PE lamella epitaxially crystallized on the BA crystal.
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3.5. Combination of epitaxy and directional crystallization

The combination of epitaxy and directional crystal-

lization in a semicrystalline block-coil block BCP system is

very useful for more precisely controlling the crystalline

block microdomain orientations as well as for creating a

new type of microdomain pattern structure [6,297,306]. An

example of the ordered hierarchical microstructure ranging

over the Angstrom to the micron scale is the PE-b-PS

semicrystalline BCP directionally solidified with BA [6].

The bright field TEM image (Fig. 27(a)) clearly shows that

the vertically ordered cylindrical PE microdomains are

globally aligned along the b-axis of the BA, leading to

hexagonal lateral ordering evidenced by the FFT inset of the

micrograph. The dark field image (inset in Fig. 27(a))

selectively images the crystalline PE lamellae epitaxially

crystallized onto the BA crystal. Each cylindrical micro-

domain contains precisely one crystalline PE lamellae

having a length and width of approximately 7 and 2 nm,

respectively. Selective area electron diffraction obtained

simultaneously (inset in Fig. 27(a)) confirmed the orien-

tation of the crystalline PE molecules in the single crystals.

The pattern presents mainly the 0kl reflections of PE

indicating that the (100) plane of PE is normal to the

electron beam and parallel to the (001) exposed face of the

BA crystals. The dark field and bright field images suggest

the hierarchical structure shown in Fig. 27(b). Co-operative

contribution of both the epitaxy and directional crystal-

lization created a vertically ordered cylindrical microstruc-

ture where each individual cylinder has only one crystalline

PE lamella epitaxially crystallized on the BA surface and

with ~bPE and ~cPE axes globally oriented over micron sized

areas. This excellent control is due to the biaxial influence

on the ordering arising from the multiple BCP–substrate

interactions.

When the epitaxial crystallization of the crystalline PE

block on the substrate crystal is degenerate as in the case of

AN, a cross-hatched edge-on crystalline PE lamellae pattern

results [297]. The terpolymer, a poly(styrene-b-ethylene/

propylene-b-ethylene) initially forms a PS cylinder structure

in the PEP/PE matrix which becomes deformed due to the

strong force from the crystallization of the PE block at lower

temperatures [297].

4. Summary and outlook

External fields that can couple to the microstructure of

BCPs, can direct microdomain structures into technologically

Fig. 28. Schematic of various applications of BCPs in nanotechnologies.
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desirable ordered patterns. Various methods were presented

to demonstrate the successful control of BCP microdomain

structure in bulk and especially in thin films. Mechanically

driven flows such as shear, elongation and compression

successfully create microdomain orientation in bulk materials.

Temperature gradients and electric fields were also utilized

to align various types of microdomains. In thin films, the

effect of thickness and/or surface interactions (substrate and

superstrate) on microdomain orientation was extensively

reviewed. In addition, special BCPs with multiple phase

transitions such as liquid crystallization and crystallization

were demonstrated for developing useful microdomain

structures. Solvent control including evaporation rate is also

a way to align microdomains. The combination of litho-

graphic techniques and self assembly permitted excellent

control of microdomain order. Chemically and/or topogra-

phically patterned substrates can also be used to alter

microdomain organization. The control of BCP microstruc-

ture is achieved by incorporating external forces, which can

couple to BCP microdomains. Most of the experiments to date

have been done with uniaxial driving forces, which result in

degenerate microdomain orientations with relatively small

grain size and many defects.

Efforts were also summarized on controlling BCP micro-

domains in thin films utilizing epitaxy, directional crystal-

lization of a solvent, and graphoepitaxy. In order to achieve

excellent positional and orientational control of BCP micro-

domains, the use of biaxial guiding forces (a combination of

two types of control parameters) is superior to a single

uniaxial force since the microdomain texture will not have

degenerate orientations with respect to the control para-

meters. The combination of a self-assembly bottom–up

approach and a lithographic top–down approach can be a

very powerful means to achieve long-range ordered nano-

structures as well as to study novel confinement-induced

phenomena. By carefully designing the symmetry, shape

and the size of lithographic template features, we can also

control the symmetry and defects of the confined nano-

structures. Furthermore, combinations of these controlling

forces allow more precise control of the domain order. For

example, the directional crystallization of a solvent in

combination with the film thickness variations from a

topographical patterned substrate developed two types of

controlled microdomain orientations in a single film. The

selective removal and the back-filling of one type of domain

points the way towards a host of nanotechnological

applications such as high-density magnetic storage media

and photonic crystals.

Precise control of BCP microdomain patterns is both

very challenging and very worthwhile. Many nanotechno-

logical applications await such materials. We hope that

this review suggests the general underlying principles for

controlling not only BCP microdomains but also other

self-assembled nanostructures. We also anticipate that the

review enables readers to imagine new types of interactions,

which have not been investigated yet. In principle, one can

take any combination of controlling forces, for example,

chemically and/or topographically patterned substrates,

temperature gradients, electric field and epitaxy, to generate

unprecedented microdomain control, leading us one step

closer to realization of a host of BCP enabled nanotechno-

logies (Fig. 28).
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